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What was Einstein’s (Ir)religion?

A: With respect to the basic and ontological questions of God, 

Does God exist?, Is God a person? and Does God intervene in temporal affairs?

the adult Einstein apparently would answer yes, some manner of God exists but no, that God is 
not a person and no, God doesn't intervene in temporal affairs. 

Einstein  considered describing himself  as a  pantheist,  and thought highly of the philosopher 
Baruch Spinoza, but Einstein spoke of God as being spirit or mind. That wouldn’t be the usual 
interpretation of Spinoza’s “God or Nature.” It would be fair to call Einstein’s conception deist. 

For many other issues that some people consider to be “religious questions,” Einstein followed 
Spinoza closely.  Einstein did not believe in revelation,  petitionary prayer,  free will,  personal 
survival after death, or body-soul dualism. Please note that the word  pantheist wasn't used by 
Spinoza, but since his time has been used by scholars to denote Spinoza's ideas of the divine. 

Sources:

From: Albert Einstein & Carl Seelig, Ideas and Opinions (unnumbered pages). This is a quote 
relied upon by Antony Flew to explain his own deism. Flew combined the last sentence of II, and 
the first sentence of III, omitting the numbering.

Scientific Truth

Answers to questions of a Japanese scholar.  Published in  Gelegentliches 1929, which 
appeared in a limited edition on the occasion of Einstein's fiftieth birthday. 

I. It is difficult even to attach a precise meaning to the term "scientific truth." Thus the 
meaning  of  the  word  "truth"  varies  according  to  whether  we  deal  with  a  fact  of 
experience, a mathematical proposition, or a scientific theory. "Religious truth" conveys 
nothing clear to me at all.

II. Scientific research can reduce superstition by encouraging people to think and view 
things  in  terms  of  cause and effect.  Certain  it  is  that  a  conviction,  akin  to  religious 
feeling, of the rationality and intelligibility of the world lies behind all scientific work of 
a higher order.

III. This firm belief, a belief bound up with a deep feeling, in a superior mind that reveals 
itself in the world of experience, represents my conception of God. In common parlance 
this may be described as "pantheistic" (Spinoza).



IV. Denominational traditions I can only consider historically and psychologically, they 
have no other significance for me.

From: a 1954 private letter  from Einstein,  offered at  auction in 2008, 2012 and 2018. This 
passage amplifies point IV in the first source. Much of the letter concerns Judaism, and so "God" 
here plausibly refers to a  revealed conception of God, specifically the Jewish revelation, and 
even more specifically, the Jewish God as conceived by philosopher Eric Gutkind, to whom the 
letter was written and about whose book Einstein is writing..

[Your book] is written in language that is inaccessible to me. The word  God is for me 
nothing  more  than  the  expression  and  product  of  human  weaknesses,  the  Bible  a 
collection of honorable, but still primitive legends.

The complete  text  of the letter,  in German and English,  along with excerpts  from the book 
Einstein was commenting on, is available for download from the Unlinks page of this blog.

http://uncertaintist.wordpress.com/unlinks/

From: An inscription written in 1932 on the endpapers of a Christian Bible (i.e., the Old and 
New Testaments bound together in a single volume) which someone else had recently given to 
Harriet F. Hamilton, an employee of Einstein and his wife Elsa:

This book is an inexhaustible source of wisdom and comfort. Read in it often and gifts 
for you,
Yours,
A. Einstein

This brief comment may offer some perspective on the less friendly remarks about the Jewish 
Bible in the Gutkind letter. The inscription reminds the reader that Einstein may have meant the 
word honorable to carry as much weight as the word primitive when he described the Bible's 
legendary content. The insciption is also consistent with Einstein's views about the historical 
person of Jesus, see below under "Wasn't Einstein a(n) ...?  Believer in a historical Jesus."

From: Walter  Isaacson,  Einstein:  His Life and Universe,  Chapter  17,  "Einstein's  God," to a 
schoolgirl  named  Phyllis  Wright  in  1936,  who had asked him whether  scientists  pray.  This 
passage restates some of the ideas in the first source, and emphasizes some common ground 
between deism and pantheism, especially that God does not intervene in human affairs.

“Scientific research is based on the idea that everything that takes place is determined by 
laws of nature, and this holds for the actions of people,” he explained. “For this reason, a 
scientist will hardly be inclined to believe that events could be influenced by a prayer, i.e. 
by a wish addressed to a supernatural Being.”



That did not mean, however, that there was no Almighty, no spirit larger than ourselves. 
As he went on to explain to the young girl:

Every one who is seriously involved in the pursuit of science becomes convinced 
that a spirit is manifest in the laws of the Universe - a spirit vastly superior to that 
of  man,  and one  in  the  face  of  which  we with  our  modest  powers  must  feel 
humble. In this way the pursuit of science leads to a religious feeling of a special  
sort, which is indeed quite different from the religiosity of someone more naive.

Isaacson also recounts a story that will be alluded to in the next source note below.

.....”I  very seriously doubt  that  Einstein  himself  really  knows what  he is  driving  at,” 
Boston’s Cardinal William Henry O’Connell said. But one thing seemed clear. It was 
godless. “The outcome of this doubt and fogged speculation about time and space is a 
cloak beneath which bides the ghastly apparition of atheism.” 

This public blast from a cardinal prompted the noted Orthodox Jewish leader in New 
York, Rabbi Herbert S. Goldstein, to send a very direct telegram: “Do you believe in 
God? Stop. Answer paid. 50 words.” Einstein used only about half his allotted number of 
words. It became the most  famous version of an answer he gave often: “I believe in 
Spinoza’s God, who reveals himself in the lawful harmony of all that exists, but not in a 
God who concerns himself with the fate and the doings of mankind.”

See also the article “Passover,” Time May 13, 1929 

http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,732386-2,00.html

From: George Sylvester Viereck, Glimpses of the Great (Duckworth, London, 1930), “What life 
means to Einstein,” pp. 372-373. The interview first appeared in  The Saturday Evening Post 
(October 26, 1929, p. 17), but Einstein’s discussion of Spinoza’s God was omitted there. 

This  additional  material  has  been  quoted  on  the  web  in  several  variations,  abridgments, 
paraphrasings  and condensations.  There  is  some question about  whether  Viereck  transcribed 
Einstein’s  answers  verbatim.  The following is  what  Viereck  wrote verbatim,  based on what 
appeared on the actual printed pages of his book.

“Do you believe in God, the God of Spinoza?”

“I presume your question is inspired by my message in reply to an American friend, 
informing me that I had been attacked as an atheist by a distinguished ecclesiastic. My 
reply was not intended for publication. No one,” he smiled amusedly to himself - “except 
an American - could think of sending a man a telegram asking him: ‘Do you believe in 
God?’ “

I laughed guiltily.



“I am afraid, Professor, my own method is at times equally high-handed. I put a pistol up 
to a man’s  breast  and ask him,  not for his watch,  but for his philosophy of life.  My 
victims squirm, but my system works nine times out of ten. Every man has a philosophy 
of life. But he is not, as a rule, equipped to express it succinctly. My question compels 
him to think and to clarify his convictions.”

“Your question,” Einstein replied, “is the most difficult in the world. It is not a question I  
can answer simply with yes or no. I am not an Atheist. I do not know if I can define 
myself as a Pantheist. The problem involved is too vast for our limited minds.

“May I not,” he added after a pause, “reply with a parable? The human mind, no matter 
how highly trained, cannot grasp the universe. We are in the position of a little child, 
entering  a  huge library,  whose  walls  are  covered  to  the  ceiling  with  books  in  many 
different tongues. The child knows that someone must have written those books. It does 
not know who or how. It does not understand the languages in which they are written.

“”The child notes a definite plan in the arrangement of the books, a mysterious order, 
which it  does not comprehend,  but only dimly suspects.  That,  it  seems to me,  is  the 
attitude of the human mind, even the greatest and most cultured, toward God.

“We see a universe marvelously arranged, obeying certain laws, but we understand the 
laws only dimly.  Our limited minds cannot grasp the mysterious force that sways the 
constellations.

“I am fascinated by Spinoza’s Pantheism. I admire even more,” Einstein continued, “his 
contributions  to modern  thought.  Spinoza is  the greatest  of  the modern  philosophers, 
because he is the first philosopher who deals with the soul and the body as one, not as 
two separate things.”

Wasn’t Einstein a(n) ...?

Agnostic

Whether somebody is fairly described as an agnostic depends on what the speaker means 
by the word. Einstein sometimes described himself as an agnostic, for example:

My position concerning God is that of an agnostic. I am convinced that a vivid 
consciousness of the primary importance of moral principles for the betterment 
and ennoblement of life does not need the idea of a law-giver, especially a law-
giver who works on the basis of reward and punishment.”

~ Albert Einstein in a letter to Morton Berkowitz, October 25, 1950; 
http://www.bloomsburyauctions.com/detail/NY022/51.0

Einstein Archive 59-215; 123-269



In English, agnostic may refer either to someone who gives a responsive answer, but 
neither yes nor no, to the basic ontological questions of God (“Huxleyan” agnosticism), 
or to someone who gives no definite answer concerning philosophical questions about 
whatever subject (“Flintian” agnosticism). 

Based on the Viereck interview, Einstein clearly qualifies as a Flintian agnostic about the 
nature of God, see the “child in the library” analogy. However, based on his acceptance 
of divine existence, and his definite rejection of some purported divine attributes 
accepted by others, Einstein was not a Huxleyan agnostic.

Almost anybody who relies on natural theology and rejects revealed theology, as deists 
typically do and as Einstein did, would likely be accurately called a Flintian agnostic. 
Such a person has little basis from which to infer much about the nature and character of 
any divinity whose existence they might intuit, compared with someone who believes 
they have access to some text or other message sent to humanity by the divine entity.

Atheist

As with the term agnostic, whether someone is an atheist greatly depends on just what the 
speaker means by the word. Some people use atheist to describe someone who doesn’t 
believe in the gods or God typical of their culture or background. In that case, Einstein’s 
disbelief in a personal God makes him an atheist. However, if atheist is used in such a 
non-specific way, then many deists would also be atheists.

Unlike the word “agnostic,” Einstein apparently didn’t ever apply the label “atheist” to 
himself. He did acknowledge once that from the perspective of a Jesuit priest, he could be 
called an atheist, in a 1945 letter to Guy H. Raner. See Raner’s account here:

http://ffrf.org/legacy/fttoday/2004/nov/raner.php

One can hardly quibble with that statement, since Einstein had actually been described 
publicly as atheistic by a Catholic priest, Cardinal O’Connell (see Time story above).

Some part of Einstein’s rejection of the label was a dislike of the personal style of 
atheists, as suggested in another letter, written in 1949, also to Raner

I have repeatedly said that in my opinion the idea of a personal God is a childlike 
one. You may call me an agnostic, but I do not share the crusading spirit of the 
professional atheist whose fervor is mostly due to a painful act of liberation from 
the fetters of religious indoctrination received in youth. I prefer an attitude of 
humility corresponding to the weakness of our intellectual understanding of 
nature and of our own being. 



In a similar vein, Prinz Hubertus zu Löwenstein (also of Wertheim and Freudenberg), in 
his book, Towards the further shore: An autobiography (London: Victor Gollancz, 1968, 
reportedly at page 156) quotes Einstein as saying:

In view of such harmony in the cosmos which I, with my limited human mind, am 
able to recognise, there are yet people who say there is no God. But what makes 
me really angry is that they quote me for support of such views. 

But apart from any personal reservations or distaste about the term, atheist really didn’t 
fit Einstein, except when used in such a broad sense that any information about the 
person’s actual answers to the basic questions of God is lost.

Believer in some form of ecstatic personal enlightenment

It is interesting to speculate about the affective intensity of Einstein’s awe and wonder at 
the orderliness and regularity of the physical universe. What was the quality of the “deep 
feeling” or the “conviction, akin to religious feeling” that Einstein referred to around the 
time of his fiftieth birthday (see above)? What was the emotional component to the 
appreciation of that “spirit, vastly superior” which inspired humility, the “religious 
feeling of a special sort” about which he wrote to schoolgirl Phyllis Wright? When he 
wrote to Morton Berkowitz about the sources of morality, why is the consciousness of 
their importance “vivid,” and in what way?

Is the following statement high rhetoric, or a personal experience, an enduring 
transformation of personality, an “enlightenment” of a kind?

But whoever has undergone the intense experience of successful advances made 
in this domain [science], is moved by profound reverence for the rationality made 
manifest in existence. By way of the understanding he achieves a far-reaching 
emancipation from the shackles of personal hopes and desires, and thereby attains 
that humble attitude of mind toward the grandeur of reason incarnate in existence, 
and which, in its profoundest depths, is inaccessible to man. This attitude, 
however, appears to me to be religious, in the highest sense of the word

~ From "Science and Religion" in The Conference on Science, Philosophy and 
Religion, Jewish Theological Seminary, given in 1940 and published in 1941

Psychiatrist Richard Bucke coined the phrase cosmic consciousness to describe the 
ecstatic wellsprings of the human religious or “perennial philosophy” impulse, also 
discussed by William James. Einstein’s following remark would not be out of place in 
either Bucke’s Cosmic Consciousness or James’ Varieties of Religious Experience.

The individual feels the futility of human desires and aims and the sublimity and 
marvelous order which reveal themselves both in nature and in the world of 



thought. Individual existence impresses him as a sort of prison and he wants to 
experience the universe as a single significant whole. The beginnings of cosmic 
religious feeling already appear at an early stage of development, e.g., in many of 
the Psalms of David and in some of the Prophets. Buddhism, as we have learned 
especially from the wonderful writings of Schopenhauer, contains a much 
stronger element of this.

The religious geniuses of all ages have been distinguished by this kind of 
religious feeling, which knows no dogma and no God conceived in man's image; 
so that there can be no church whose central teachings are based on it. Hence it is 
precisely among the heretics of every age that we find men who were filled with 
this highest kind of religious feeling and were in many cases regarded by their 
contemporaries as atheists, sometimes also as saints. Looked at in this light, men 
like Democritus, Francis of Assisi, and Spinoza are closely akin to one another.

~ From an article, “Religion and Science,” New York Times Magazine, November 
9, 1930

Bucke included Spinoza among his case studies of those who had possibly experienced 
cosmic consciousness. How Einstein’s experiences compared with that is unresolved.

Believer in a historical Jesus

Yes..This passage from the Viereck interview ran intact in the Saturday Evening Post 
version (page 117)

"You accept the historical existence of Jesus?"

"Unquestionably. No one can read the Gospels without feeling the actual presence 
of Jesus. His personality pulsates in every word. No myth is filled with such life. 
How different, for instance, is the impression which we receive from an account 
of legendary heroes of antiquity like Theseus. Theseus and other heroes of his 
type lack the authentic vitality of Jesus."

"Ludwig Lewisohn, in one of his recent books, claims that many of the sayings of 
Jesus paraphrase the sayings of other prophets." 

"No man," Einstein replied, "can deny the fact that Jesus existed, nor that his 
sayings are beautiful. Even if some them have been said before, no one has 
expressed them so divinely as he."



Buddhist

There are a number of spurious quotes, some improving upon authentic quotes, which 
portray Einstein as praising Buddhism especially, or predicting it to be the desirable 
religion of the future. Discussions of this problem can be found here,

http://tricycleblog.wordpress.com/2007/10/26/einsteins-quotes-on-buddhism/

http://blog.onbeing.org/post/430229786/einstein-and-buddhism-the-elusive-quote

The difficulty recalls the “something was found in the translation” treatment of the 
Einstein-Gutkind letter. 

Sceptic about religion

Einstein believed that religion originated among ancient people based on fear and with 
hopes to manipulate great powers. Religion eventually improved into “moral religion,” 
and if all goes well will improve further, ultimately discarding the notion of a personal 
God, but retaining a religious sense of awe for the mysterious. Living religions which 
retain a personal God are, in Einstein’s view, a mixture of the “moral” with vestiges of 
the fear-driven primal devotion.

Looking back in time,

During the youthful period of mankind's spiritual evolution human fantasy created 
gods in man's own image, ...Man sought to alter the disposition of these gods in 
his own favor by means of magic and prayer. The idea of God in the religions 
taught at present is a sublimation of that old conception of the gods. Its 
anthropomorphic character is shown, for instance, by the fact that men appeal to 
the Divine Being in prayers and plead for the fulfillment of their wishes.

Looking forward in time,

At first, then, instead of asking what religion is I should prefer to ask what 
characterizes the aspirations of a person who gives me the impression of being 
religious: A person who is religiously enlightened appears to me to be one who 
has, to the best of his ability, liberated himself from the fetters of his selfish 
desires and is preoccupied with thoughts, feelings, and aspirations to which he 
clings because of their super-personal value. It seems to me that what is important 
is the force of this super-personal content and the depth of the conviction 
concerning its overpowering meaningfulness, regardless of whether any attempt is 
made to unite this content with a divine Being, for otherwise it would not be 
possible to count Buddha and Spinoza as religious personalities. Accordingly, a 
religious person is devout in the sense that he has no doubt of the significance and 



loftiness of those super-personal objects and goals which neither require nor are 
capable of rational foundation. They exist with the same necessity and matter-of-
factness as he himself.

~ Both passages from "Science and Religion" in The Conference on Science, 
Philosophy and Religion, Jewish Theological Seminary, given in 1940 and 
published in 1941

User of the word God in a purely figurative way

Einstein used the word God  as part of quotable remarks which became famous, like 
“God does not play dice with the Universe,” or “God is subtle, but not malicious,” or “I 
want to know how God created the world...I want to know his thoughts...” Such divine 
references actually are consistent with deism, but Einstein’s intention on these occasions 
was plausibly to offer a bon mot, not to comment on natural theology.

Some care must be taken, however, because sometimes Einstein’s remarks on natural 
theology are eminently quotable.

What really interested me is whether God could make the world differently, that 
is, whether the requirement of logical simplicity leaves any freedom.

~ reported by Ernst G. Straus, in Carl Seelig (ed.), Helle Zeit—Dunkle Zeit: In 
Memoriam Albert Einstein (Europa Verlag, Zuürich, 1956), p.72

The inference from natural order to God depends on  natural order being contingent 
rather than necessary or inevitable. Otherwise, you might argue the existence of God 
from the rich orderliness of number theory, when in fact, all of it is simply tautological. 
Since it could not be other than it is, nobody could have placed the orderliness there.

The margin of freedom, a choice for some entity to have made, is crucial for natural 
theology to discern a maker distinct from Nature itself. The urgency of this problem 
would plausibly have been especially apparent to a Spinozan like Einstein.


